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ABSTRACT 
Let 1x1 = 1 and let CA be the subring of the function field C(z) consisting 
of all functions a E C(z) which have no pole at A. This ring is stable under the 
involution * of C(z) which sends z H z-l and X I+ x for all X E C. We solve the 
congruence problem for hermitian matrices over CA. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
Let C be the Laurent polynomial ring C(z, z-l] with involution * defined 
by z* = z-l and A* = 1 for X E C. The involution * extends to the field 
of fractions 3 of C and also the algebra Mn(F) of n by n matrices over .F. 
*This work was supported by the NSERC of Canada grant A-5285. 
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For X E C with IX] = 1 we denote by CA the valuation ring of 3 consisting 
of all a E 3 which have no pole at X. Since IX] = 1, CA is invariant under 
the involution *. We say that two hermitian matrices A, B E A&(CX) are 
congruent over CJ, if B = S*AS for some S E GL,(Cx). 
In our previous paper [l] we made a conjecture concerning congruence 
of hermitian matrices over C in terms of the congruence over local rings CA 
with IX] = 1. In order to settle this conjecture one first must understand 
congruence over CA. In this paper we provide a complete list of invariants 
for congruence classes over CA (Theorem 5.4). 
In Section 2 we apply a theorem of Witt to 3 and obtain a canonical 
form for hermitian matrices over 3. In Section 3 we show that hermitian 
matrices over CA are diagonalizable and that the cancellation law holds. 
In Section 4 we provide an easy to apply criterion to determine when an 
element a* = a E CA is represented by a given hermitian matrix A over 
CA. Finally, in Section 5 we prove our main result mentioned above. This 
result gives an effective test for congruence of hermitian matrices over CA. 
We end with an example to illustrate this test. 
1. NOTATION 
For any ring R, we denote by R’ the group of units of R. By M,(R) we 
denote the ring of n by n matrices over R. Assume that * is an involution of 
R, and extend * to M,(R) in the standard way. We say that A E M,(R) is 
hermitian if A* = A. For hermitian A, B E M,(R) we write A =:R B if B = 
S*AS for some S E GL,(R), and then we say that A and B are congruent 
over R. For A* = A E M,(R) we write ‘DE(A) = {z*Az: x E R”, x # 
0). We write D~(ai,. . . ,a,) for DR(A) when A = diag(ai,. . . ,un). If 
b E DR(A), we say that A represents b over R. 
We denote by C the ring of Laurent polynomials C[z, zml], and by * 
the involution of C defined by X H x if X E C and z ++ 2-l. We set 
R = {x E C: x* = x}. Then C = R @ iR, where i is the imaginary unit. 
By T we denote the unit circle in C. An element a E C belongs to R iff 
u(t) E R for all t E T. For a E R we write a 2 0 if u(t) 2 0 for all t E T. 
Ifa>Oanda#Owewritea>O. 
For cr, ,8 E R and X E C’ define 
PA := (2 - A). (25 - A)* = -xz-‘(z - X)(z - l/X), 
qa := e 4/2(, _ e2a), 
4a,o := qaq4* = _e-i(cl+P)/2z-1(~ _ eia)(t _ ei@), 
&Yl,..., azm := 4%, cQ9as, cY4 . . ~4az, - I, ffZ?n 
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These elements will be used in the next section in order to construct a set 
of coset representatives for a certain subgroup of the multiplicative group 
of the field of fractions of R. One verifies easily that 
qa+27r = -4LY, q; = -z-lq,, 4a,P = 44,a E RI 
P,/X = IV2PXl PA = 4a,a if X=ezo. 
The properties listed above imply that qal,...,az,,, is symmetric in (~1,. . . , 
cxzm. The values of pi and qa, p on T are given by 
px(e”‘) = 1 + ]X12 - 2 Re(Xe-“‘) = /X - eie12, 
q,,p(e”‘) = 2 cos 
[ 
+cos(*-~)]. 
For further properties of the rings C and R we refer the reader to [I]. 
2. CANONICAL FORM FOR HERMITIAN MATRICES OVER 3 
We denote by 3 the field of fractions of C, i.e., the function field C(z). 
The involution * extends to 3. The fixed subfield of this involution is the 
field of fractions of ‘R, and it will be denoted by 1. We remark that & is 
isomorphic to the field R(cos0, sine). If X E C’ is not a pole of a E 3, 
we shall say that a is defined at X. For a fixed X E C’ any a E 3’ can 
be written uniquely as a = (z - X)db, where d E Z and b has neither a 
zero nor a pole at X, and we set z+(a) = d. We also set ~(0) = foe. 
In this section we apply a theorem of Witt to obtain a canonical form for 
hermitian matrices over 3. 
Let A* = A E GL,(3) and let k be an integer, 0 < k 5 n. We denote 
by T(k, A) the subset of T consisting of all points ~1 having the following 
property: there exists an open neighborhood U of 1-1 in T such that for all 
but finitely many t E U the matrix A(t) is defined and A(t) zc Ike--I, _ k. 
Clearly each T( k, A) is open in T, and their union has a finite complement 
in T. 
THEOREM 2.1. If A* = A E GL,(3), then for 0 E DF(A) it is neces- 
sary and suficient that 0 E Dc(A(t)) for all but finitely many t E T. 
Proof. The necessity is obvious. If n = 1 the assertion is vacuous. 
If n = 2 we may assume that A = diag(a, b). The condition implies that 
ab<Oandsob=-acc*forsomecE3*. HenceOEDF(A). Forn>3the 
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sufficiency follows from a theorem of Jacobson [5, p. 1151 and a theorem 
of Witt [6, Satz 221; see also [2, p. 2981 and [4, p. 1951. ??
COROLLARY 2.2. If A* = A E GL,(3) and b E 3” then b E DF(A) iff 
b(t) 5 0 for all t E T(O,A) and b(t) 2 0 for all t E T(n, A). 
Proof. Set 
Since 0 E DF(A) implies that ‘OF(A) = E, we conclude that b E D,(A) 
iff 0 E DF(B). By the theorem, the last condition holds iff T(0, B) and 
T(n + 1, B) are empty. This is equivalent to the assertion of the corollary. 
H 
We denote by Q the subset of R consisting of the elements fl and 
Qal,...,az,n,, where m > 1 and or,... , axm, are real numbers such that 
ei% >“., ezcrzTn are distinct. We claim that Q is a set of coset represen- 
tatives of the subgroup N(3’) = {XX* : CT E 3’) of E’. jFirst note that 
an element a E I’ belongs to N(3’) iff a(t) 2 0 for all t E T where a is 
defined. Now let a E E’ be arbitrary. The set 2 of zeros and poles of odd 
order of a on T is a finite set of even cardinality, say 
Z={tlrt2,..&m~r tk = eiak 
If 2 = 0 then a E N(3”) or -a E N(3”). Otherwise S := T\Z consists of 
2m open arcs. On each of these arcs (ignoring the finite number of zeros 
and poles of a of even order) a has constant sign, and it has opposite signs 
on any two adjacent arcs. If q = qal,,,,,ar,,,, then a/q has constant sign 
throughout S. By replacing cyi with (~1 + 27r if necessary, we may assume 
that this sign is positive. Then a E qN(3’). It is easy to check that 
distinct elements of Q belong to distinct cosets of N(3’), and so our claim 
is proved. 
We now show that there exists a canonical form for hermitian matrices 
over 3 under congruence. 
THEOREM 2.3. If A* = A E GL,(3), then there exist unique dI, . . , d, 
E Q such that A =F diag(di, . . . , d,) and 
t E T & d,(t) < 0 + d$+l(t) < 0, l<i<n. (2.1) 
Proof. We prove the existence by induction on n. The case n = 1 is 
trivial, so let n > 1. Since A is diagonalizable over 3, we may assume 
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that A = diag(ai,... ,a,) with ai E Q. If T(O,A) = 0, set di = 1. 
If T(0, A) is not empty and not equal T, then let eio”, . . . , eiazm be the 
boundary points of T(O,A) and set di = fq,,,,,,,,,,m, where the sign is 
chosen so that dr(t) < 0 for all t E T(O,A). Finally, if T(O,A) is equal 
T, then set di = -1. By Corollary 2.2, dl E DF(A) in all three cases. 
Consequently A ~3 (dl) @B. By the induction hypothesis we may assume 
that B = diag(ds,. . . ,d,) where d, E Q, i > 1, and, for t E T and 
1 < i < n, d,(t) < 0 implies that d, + 1 (t) < 0. Since dl E Q, it suffices to 
show that 
tET&dl(t)<O + d,(t)<O. (2.2) 
If T(O,A) = 0, then di = 1 and (2.2) is vacuous. Now assume that T(0, A) 
is not empty. Let to E T be such that dl(to) < 0. From the definition of 
dl it follows that to belongs to T(O,A). Since ds E DF(A), Corollary 2.2 
implies that dz(t) < 0 for t E T(O,A). In particular we have dz(to) 2 0. 
Since to lies in T(0, A), it follows that vt,,(dz) is even. As d:! E Q, all roots 
of dz are simple and so d2(t0) < 0. Hence (2.2) holds in all cases, and the 
existence is proved. 
From (2.1) we deduce that 
T(k,A) = {t E T : drc(t) > 0, dk+l(t) < 0}, (2.3) 
where do = 1 and d,+i = -1. The uniqueness of dl, . , d, follows from 
the fact that they belong to Q and from these equalities. ??
COROLLARY 2.4. If A and B are nonsingular hermitian matrices over 
F’, then A “3 B ifl T(k, A) = T(k, B) for all 0 6 Ic 5 n. 
Proof Necessity is obvious. Sufficiency follows from the theorem and 
the formulas (2.3). ??
3. DIAGONALIZATION AND CANCELLATION OVER Cx 
Let ai E R, X = eicu, and denote by CA the localization of C at the 
maximal ideal rnx generated by z - X. Clearly CA consists of all x E 3 
which are defined at X. Similarly we denote by Rx the localization of R at 
the maximal ideal consisting of all elements which vanish at X. Note that 
Rx = & i? CA. We set Q-X = UI, 2 0 p:Q. It is easy to check that &A is a set 
of representatives of those cosets of the subgroup N(CI) = {XX* : 5 E C;} 
of E’ which are contained in Rx. In this section we show that hermitian 
forms over CJ, are diagonalizable and that the cancellation theorem holds. 
We start with the diagonalization theorem. 
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THEOREM 3.1. If V is a free CA-module of finite rank, then every 
hermitian form f : V x V -+ CA is diagonalizable. 
Proof. Let k be the minimum of vA(f (xc, x)) over all z E V. If k = +co, 
then f(z,z) = 0 for all z E V, and so f = 0. Thus we may assume that 
k < +co. Choose a E V such that q( f (a, a)) = k. 
We claim that zq(f (a,z)) > k for all x E V. Suppose the contrary, i.e., 
that there exists b E V such that ~(f (a, b)) = 1 < k. For c = a+crb, (Y E 
C, we have 
f (c, c) = f (a, a) + af (a, b) + Ef (b, a) + Ia12f (b, b). 
We can choose cx so that z+,(cxf(a,b) +Ef(b,a)) = 1. Then z+(f(c,c)) = 
1 < k, a contradiction. This proves our claim. 
Hence if z E V then f (a, x) = (Yf ( , a a ) f 0rsomeaECx. Ify=s--aa 
then f (a,~) = 0. We infer that V = (a) @ (a)‘. The assertion of the 
theorem now follows by induction on the rank of V. W 
We shall need the following cancellation theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. If A E M,(Cx) and B,C E A&(Cx) are hermitian ma- 
trices and A @ B zcx A $ C, then B zcx C. 
Proof. Use the proof of a similar result in [3, pp. 37-381 and make 
necessary modifications. ??
4. DESCRIPTION OF Q,(A) 
Let 0 E R, X = eia. In this section we find necessary and sufficient 
conditions for b E Rx, b # 0, to belong to z)cx (A), where A* = A E M,(Cx) 
and det A # 0. We exclude the case b = 0, since 0 E ‘Dcx (A) iff 0 E VF(A) 
and one can apply Theorem 2.1. For this purpose we introduce two order 
relations >A- and >A+ in Rx. For a E RJ, we write a >A- 0 [a >A+ 0] if 
a(X e@) > 0 [a(X eit) > 0] f or sufficiently small real t > 0. If both a >J,_ 0 
and a >A+ 0 hold, then we write a >A 0. We write a >x_ 0 when a >A..- 0 
or a = 0, and we write a <A- 0 for -a >A_ 0. If a, b E Rx, then a >A- b 
stands for a - b >A_ 0, etc. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let a, b E 72~ and a >A_ 0. If either vx(b) > Q(U) or 
VA(b) = q,(a) and b >A- 0, then z+(a + b) = VA(a) and a + b >A- 0. (A 
similar statement is valid for the relation >A+ .) 
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Proof. Choose /3 E R such that e@ # X = eza and qa, p >A_ 0; say p = 
Q + 7r. If k = VA(~) and 1 = z+(b), then k 5 1 and we can write a = q&al 
and b = q&b1 with al,bl E 72:. As a >A_ 0, we must have al(X) > 0. If 
I = k, then b >A_ 0 gives bl(X) > 0. As a + b = qk,B(al + q&!bl), the 
assertions hold in both cases. ??
LEMMA 4.2. Letal,az, b E Rx, alaab # 0, vx(al) 5 min(vx(as), VA(b)). 
Then b E Dcx (al, a2) if the following two conditions hold: 
(i) ifal,az,b are defined att E Tandal(t)aa(t) > 0, thenal(t)b(t) > 0; 
(ii) ifvx(b) < vx(a2) then alb >A 0. 
Proof. Without any loss of generality we may assume that al = 1 
(divide the equation aizz* + a2yy* = b by al). Furthermore we can replace 
as by a2uu* and b by bvv’, where u, v E CI are arbitrary. Consequently we 
may also assume that as, b E &A. We now check that A = diag( 1, as) and 
f = b satisfy conditions (i))(iii) of [l, Corollary 7.21. 
If t E T and aa > 0, then (i) implies that b(t) > 0 and so b(t) tr 
A(t) > 0. Now assume that to E T and that az(to) = 0. If every neigh- 
borhood of to in T contains a point t such that az(t) > 0, then at such t 
we have b(t) tr A(t) > 0, and by continuity we also have b(to) tr A(to) > 0. 
Otherwise to = X and a2 <A 0. If VA(b) > vx(a2) then b(X)trA(X) = 0 
and otherwise (ii) implies that b >A 0 and so b(X) trA(X) > 0. Thus the 
condition [l, 7.2(i)] holds. 
Assume that vt,(b) < vtn(a2) E 22-t 1, to E T. If to # X then vt,,(a2) = 
1, and so vt,(b) = 0. If to = A, then (ii) implies that b >A 0 and so 
VA(b) E 22. Thus [1,7.2(ii)] holds. 
Now assume that z+, (6) < vt,) (az), to E T, and that det A(t) 5 0 for 
all t E T sufficiently close to to. Then vtCl(a2) is even, which implies that 
to = A and a2 <A 0. By (ii) we have b >A 0 and so btrA >A 0. Thus 
[1,7.2(iii)] holds. 
By [l, Theorem 7.31 there exist z, y E C such that XX* + asyy* = b. ??
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section for diago- 
nal matrices. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let al,.. . , a,, b be nonzero elements of 72~ such that 
vx(al) 5 ... 5 vx(a,-1) I vx(b) < +,(a,) I ... 5 vx(a,) 
with 1 5 r 5 n + 1. Then b E Vex (al, . , a,) iff the following condi- 
tions hold: 
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(i) b E V~(al, . . . , a,) and r > 1; 
(ii) if I- < n then sib >A_ 0 for some i < r; 
(iii) $ r 5 n th en ajb >A+ 0 for some j < r; 
Proof. Necessity: It is obvious that (i) is necessary. We prove the 
necessity of (ii). We may assume that alai >A- 0 for 1 < i < r. By 
hypothesis we have b = alxlx; +. . .+u,z,z~ for some xi E CA. Thus alb = 
u + ~1, where u = xi < T aluixzx;, v = Ci 2 Talaixzx;. As v~(araixiz;) 2 
vx(arai) > vx(alb) for i L r, we have VA(V) > vx(alb). It follows that 
VA(U) = vx(alb - v) = vx(alb). If 1 < i < r and xi # 0 then aiaiziz$ >A_ 
0. It follows that u >A_ 0. Now Lemma 4.1 implies that alb >A_ 0. The 
necessity of (iii) is proved similarly. 
Sufficiency: We use induction on n. If n = 1, then (i) gives b = 
max;, xl E 3, and so q(b) = vx(ul) + 2vx(zi). As r > 1, we have 
q(b) 2 vx(al) and so VJ,(Z~) 2 0, i.e., zi E CA. If n = 2, the assertion 
coincides with that of Lemma 4.2. Now let n > 2. By replacing the ai with 
ai/ai and b with b/al, we may assume that al = 1. We may also assume 
that all oi and b are in QJ,. 
Case 1: r < n. Then we can choose a E &A such that: 
(a) VA(~) 2 vx(a,); 
(b) if t E T and q(t) > 0 for all j 2 r then u(t) 2 0; 
(c) if t E T and q(t) < 0 for some j > r then u(t) 2 0. 
Conditions (b) and (c) guarantee that a E DF(~~, . . . , a,); see Corollary 
2.2. As r > 1 and (a) holds, the induction hypothesis implies that a E 
%(arr... , a,). Since al, . . . , a, _ ii a, and b satisfy the conditions of the 
theorem and r < n, we have by induction hypothesis b E Vc, (al, . . , a, _ 1, 
a) CRx(N,...,%). 
Case 2 r = n. We claim that there exists a E QJ, such that: 
(a) r+(o) = r+(b); 
(b) if t E T and aj(t) > 0 for all j < r then u(t) > 0; 
(c) if t E T and q(t) < 0 for some j < r then a(t)b(t) 2 0. 
First we choose u E Q satisfying (b) and (c). It follows from (ii), (iii), (b), 
and (c) that ub >A 0. Hence we can choose the integer s > 0 such that 
a = piu satisfies (a), (b), and (c). This proves our claim. By the induction 
hypothesis we have a E VcA(al,. . ,a,_~). Now we claim that a,a,, and 
b satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.2. Assume that a(t > 0 and 
a(t)b(t) < 0 for some t E T. By (c) we know that aj >t 0 for j < r. By 
(b), a >t 0. Consequently a, >t 0. By (i) b >t 0, a contradiction. This 
shows that condition (i) of Lemma 4.2 is satisfied. Since ub >A 0, we also 
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have ab >A 0 and so condition (ii) of Lemma 4.2 holds. This proves our 
second claim. By Lemma 4.2 we have b E DC, (a, a,) c Dcx (~1, . . , a,). 
Case 3: T = n + 1 and ui >A_ 0 for 1 < i 5 n. By (i) we have 
b = u,x,x; +. . . + u,x,x~ for some xi E 3. Choose ,0 E R such that eiP # 
X = eza and qa, 0 >A_ 0. If s = mini <% < n us then q,,2ixixz E Rx and _ - 
4 G,2iZixt >A_ 0. As uL >A_ 0, Lemma 3.1 implies that 
Thus s 1 0 and SO all Xi E CA. 
Case 4: T = nf 1 and a, >A+ 0 for 1 < i I n. The argument is similar 
to the one given in case 3. 
Case 5: r = n + 1 and there exist k and 1 such that uk <A- 0 and 
al <A+ 0. Then we can choose u E & such that : 
(a) if t E T and ui(t) > 0 for all i > 1 then u(t) 2 0; 
(b) if t E T and ui(t) < 0 for all i > 1 then zl(t) 5 0; 
(c) if t E T and neither (a) nor (b) applies, and b(t) < 0, then u(t) 5 0; 
(d) u(X) # 0. 
Note that (a), (b), (c), and (i) imply that there is no t E T such that 
b(t) < 0 and u(t) > 0. We now distinguish several subcases. 
Subcase 5.1: ~,(a,) < q(b) OT VA(~) E 22. There is a unique integer s > 0 
such that the element a = p:u satisfies VA(~) - 1 I VA (a) I VA(~). It follows 
that ~+(a,) I Q(U). The elements ~2, . . . , a, and a satisfy the conditions 
of the theorem. Hence by the induction hypothesis a E 2)~~ (a~,. . . , a,). 
The elements l,a, and b satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.2, and so b E 
R,(La) C%(al,...,a,). 
Subcase 5.2: ~(a,) = VA(b) E 22 + 1, b <A_ 0, and uj >A+ 0 for some 
j > 1. Then we can choose p E R such that eifl # X = eia and 
t E T & qa,p(t) < 0 =+ uj(t) > 0 & al(t) < O&b(t) > 0 (4.1) 
Setw=uq,,~andletz+(b)=2s+l. Theelementsuz,...,a,andu :=pi 
satisfy the conditions of the theorem. Hence by the induction hypothesis 
a E nx(a2,...,%). We claim that 1, a, and b satisfy the conditions of 
Lemma 4.2. Assume that u(t) > 0 and b(t) < 0 for some t E T. By 
(4.1) we have qa,p(t) > 0. Consequently u(t) > 0, which is impossible. 
Thus condition (i) of Lemma 4.2 holds and condition (ii) of that lemma is 
vacuous. Hence b E VC, (1, a) C VcA (~1, . . , a,). 
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Subcase 5.3 ~+(a,) = vx(b) E 22 + 1, b <x+ 0, and aj >x- 0 for 
some j > 1. With obvious modifications, the argument from the previous 
subcase is valid. 
Subcase 5.4: v~(a,) = VA(b) E 22 + 1, b <A_ 0, and aj <A+ 0 for all 
j > 1. Then (b) and (d) imply that U(X) < 0. Set a = piu, where 
vx(b) = 2s + 1. As ak <A- 0 for some k > 1, it follows that al, <A 0 
and so z+(ak) is even. As vx(ak) 5 ~(a,) = 2s + 1, we have vx(aa) 5 
vx(ak) 5 2s = VA(a) < vx(a,). W e c aim 1 that the elements as, . . , a, 
and a satisfy the conditions of the theorem. It follows from (a) and (b) 
that condition (i) is satisfied. From a <A 0 and ak <A 0, it follows that 
aok >A 0, and so (ii) and (iii) are satisfied. By the induction hypothesis 
aE%(a2,..., a,). Since 1, a, and b satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.2, 
we have b E Dcx (1, a) C Vex (al, . . , a,). 
Subcase 5.5: vx(a,) = VA(b) E 22 + 1, b <x+ 0, and aj <x- 0 for all 
j > 1. The arguments from the previous subcase can be applied here with 
obvious modifications. ??
For integers k > 1 let CX,k be the factor ring CA/m: and let 4: CA + CA, k 
be the canonical projection. If A = (aij) E II&( we shall denote by 
$(A) the matrix (q5(aij)) E M,(Cx,k). The involution * on CA induces an 
involution, also to be denoted by *, on CX,~, and we have 4(x*) = 4(x)* 
forallxgcx. SetRx,k={xECx,I,:x*=x}. 
LEMMA 4.4. 4(72x) = Rx&. 
Proof It is clear that ~(RJ,) C Rx, k. To prove the opposite inclusion, 
let 4(a) E R&k7 a E CA. Then a* - a = iqkb, where q = qa, a +?r and 
b E 77,~. Hence if al = a + iq”b/2 then al E ‘Rx and $(a~) = $(a). H 
In order to generalize Theorem 4.3 to nondiagonal hermitian matrices 
we extend the orderings >A+ and >J,_ from ‘RJ, to ‘Rx,k. If x, y E Rx and 
y-xErni butx,y#mx, k then by Lemma 4.1, x >A_ 0 iffy >,+ 0, and 
x >A+ 0 iff y >A+ 0. Hence we define Q(X) >A_ 0 [$J(x) >A+ 0) to mean 
that 4(x) # 0 and 5 >A- 0 [x >A+ 01. Clearly this defines two orderings 
>A- and >A+ in Rx,L. 
For A* = A E M,(CJ,l,) we write A >A_ 0 (A >A+ 0) if x*Ax &- 
0 (x*Ax >A+ 0) for all x E Cy,k. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let A* = A E M,(Cx), det(A) # 0, and b E Rx, b # 0. 
Let 4: CA + CA, k be the canonical projection, where k = ux(b) + 1. Then 
b E De,(A) iff the following conditions hold: 
(i) b E D.F(A) and $(A) # 0; 
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(ii) if~$(A) >_A- 0 ($(A) Lx- 0) then b >A- 0 (b <A- 0); 
(iii) if4(A) 2x+ 0 ($(A) <x+ 0) then b >x-+ 0 (b <x+ 0). 
Proof. Necessity is obvious. To prove sufficiency we may assume, with- 
out any loss of generality, that A is diagonal. In this case conditions (i-iii) 
of this theorem coincide with those of Theorem 4.3. W 
5. CLASSIFICATION OF CONGRUENCE CLASSES OVER Cx 
In this section we answer the question: when are two hermitian matrices 
A,B E M,(Cx) congruent over CA? It is clear that if A z:cx B, then 
A xF B and consequently A and B have the same rank. By Theorems 
3.1 and 3.2 we may assume, without any loss of generality, that this rank 
is n, i.e., that det A and det B are not 0. Thus A ~3 B is equivalent, by 
Corollary 2.4, to 
T(k A) = T(k B), O<ksn. (5.1) 
Now we shall introduce some local invariants which together with (5.1) 
give a complete set of invariants of congruence classes. Let Q E R be such 
that X = eia, and fix a generator q of the maximal ideal rnx of CA, say 
4=4 ol, c1 + r. By Theorem 3.1 
A =cx D=diag(ai,...,a,), 
where 
a, = qd*uz, ua E Q, %(A) # 0, 
andO<dr<dZ<...Ldn. 
We shall refer to such a diagonal matrix as a semicanonical form of A. 
LEMMA 5.1. The exponents dl, . . , d, are uniquely determined by A. 
Proof. If A = (azj) it is clear that 
For each k < n we have 
Ck(4 =cx C”(D), 
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where C”(X) denotes the kth compound matrix of a matrix X E M,(Cx). 
Consequently dl + d2 + . . + dk is the minimum of VA(Z) where 2 runs 
through all entries of C”(A). ??
We refer to the di’s as the local exponents at X of A. When necessary 
we shall write di(A) instead of di. Let k be the cardinality of the set 
{dl,&,... , d,}. There exist unique positive integers 11,. . , lk such that 
11 + . . . + lk = n and 
dl,+...+lz < &I+...+l, + I, i=l,...,k-1. 
Let 1: (1%:) be the number of indices j, 1 5 j < li, such that 
wl+...+l, - 1 +j(X) > 0 (<O). 
LEMMA 5.2. The integers 1: and li, 1 5 i 5 k, are uniquely deter- 
mined by A (and q). 
Proof We write A = qdlA1 and D = qdlDl, where Al, D1 E M,(Cx). 
Then Al(X) zc Dl(X) and so 
rankA1(X)=lI=Z~+l,, sig Al(X) = 1: - 11, 
where sig X denotes the signature of a hermitian matrix X E M,(C). 
Hence 1: and 1; are uniquely determined by A. 
Furthermore we have 
Cm(A) ccx Cm(D) 
where m = 11 + 1. We write 
Cm(A) = q&+..~+d.~A2r Cm(D) = qdl+~.~+d,,D2, 
where AZ, DZ E MN(CX) and N = (L). Then AZ(A) zc Dz(X) and so 
rank A2 (X) = 12 = l,f + 1,) sig Ax(X) = ~(1: - l;), 
where E is the sign of ~1 (X) . . . Q,(X), i.e., E = (-l)l;. This shows that 
lzf and 1; are uniquely determined by A. The uniqueness of 1: and 1, for 
i > 2 can be proved by a similar argument. ??
We shall refer to the integers 1: and li as the local signatures at X of 
A. When necessary we shall write ii(A), l’(A), l%:(A) instead of li, It, I,, 
respectively. 
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LEMMA 5.3. Let A* = A E M,(Cx), det A # 0, and assume that A = 
(a) @ Al with VA(a) = dl(A). Then the invariants T(i,Al),di(Al), and 
I:(Al), E = 41, of A 1 are uniquely determined by A and a. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1 and Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 we may assume that 
Al is in a semicanonical form. Then the assertion of the lemma is obvious. 
??
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of the paper, which gives 
a complete set of invariants of the congruence classes of hermitian matrices 
over CA. 
THEOREM 5.4. Let A, B E M,(Cx) b e h ermitian matrices with nonzero 
determinants. Then A zcx B iff (5.1) h o Id s, and A and B have the same 
local exponents and local signatures at X. 
Proof If A =cx B then G(A) ccx Ci(B) for all i = 1,. . . , n, and 
consequently di(A) = di(B) for i = 1,. . . , n, and l:(A) = l,‘(B) for E = & 
and 1 2 i 5 Ic. Hence the necessity of the conditions is established. 
We now prove the sufficiency by induction on n. We leave the case n = 1 
to the reader. Since dl(A) = dl(B), without any loss of generality we may 
assume that dl(A) = dl(B) = 0. By Theorem 3.1 we may assume that 
A = (a) $ AI, where a E Q and a(X) # 0. Since l;(A) = l;(B) for E = f, 
we may assume that B = (b) @ B 1 where b E Q and a(X)b(X) > 0. By the 
condition (5.1) and Corollary 2.4 we have A EF B and so b E DF(A). Now 
Theorem 4.3 implies that b E Vc,(A). As b E CA ?? and b = U*AV for some 
21 E CF, we have CF = (W)@(V)‘-, where the orthogonal complement is taken 
with respect to the hermitian form f(z, y) := x*Ay. Consequently we may 
assume that a = b. By Lemma 5.3 the matrices Al and B1 have the same 
invariants. By the induction hypothesis A1 =c* B1 and so A zcx B. ??
We point out that the local invariants at X of A* = A E M,(Cx) are 
computable without having to diagonalize A. This is clear from the proofs 
of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2. 
EXAMPLE We show that the matrices (see [l, Example 31) 
with eia # e@, are not congruent over CA, X = eia. It is easy to see that 
the conditions (5.1) are satisfied and that A and B have the same local 
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exponents at X, namely dr = 1 and dz = 3. If A = qAl and B = qBI, 
where q = qa,p, then 
Ad= (i y) and&= (8 _y)> 
and so 1:(A) # l:(B). 
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